THE CONSUMER LOYALTY FORMATION PROCESS AND ITS PARTICULARITIES IN THE RETAIL SECTOR
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Abstract. Retail sector has always played and important role in the national economy. Any business is tended towards satisfaction of consumer desires and needs, albeit profits. In relationships between companies and consumers both sides have their interests. For a company it, primarily, is to increase the turnover and make profits, while the consumers may have several goals – to obtain the goods or services, to receive the necessary information and attitude. These consumer benefits are the basis for loyalty. Thus, the aim of the present paper is to research the loyalty formation process and its characteristics in the retail sector.
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1. Introduction

In the contemporary product-saturated market environment, it is vital to ensure competitiveness. Consumer orientation, their needs research and satisfaction focusses on the application of consumer relationship management in the company. The costumer satisfaction and its management have become an integral part of business. Recent research shows that the acquisition of new consumers is 5 to 10 times more expensive than selling to the existing consumers, and the existing consumers spend 67% more money than the new ones (Anderson et al. 2007). Therefore, a company has to develop a system for creating consumers’ desire for repeated purchasing and for ensuring uninterrupted relationships with them. By attaining understanding on the factors contributing to consumer loyalty and by applying them effectively, the company promotes consumers’ trust and significantly increases its own competitiveness. When researched and understood correctly, the consumer satisfaction factors form a significant competitive advantage of the company. The companies in the Baltic States do not possess sufficient understanding on the consumer relationship management and, especially, its benefits. Thus, the present paper focusses on the factors contributing to consumer loyalty formation.

The research covers the most common consumer loyalty models, nevertheless, it should be noted that the consumer loyalty formation process never finishes, and is largely regarded as a mechanism for company improvement. While companies use various consumer management systems, the unifying criterion is the objective of a satisfied and loyal consumer, which would ensure long-term competitiveness.

The aim of the research is to approximate the main consumer loyalty formation factors in the retail sector and to define the specific characteristics of the process, which would allow the retailers to improve their operation and ensure competitiveness in real-life situations.

To reach the aim, the following tasks were drawn:

1. To analyse the theoretical factors of consumer loyalty formation.
2. To describe the retail sector and its development in the Baltic States.
3. To carry out a survey to establish the main consumer loyalty formation factors and their peculiarities in the retail sector.

To establish the consumer loyalty trends in the Baltic States and to draw suggestions for companies on the improvement of consumer loyalty formation processes, there was carried out a consumer survey and the following limitations were established: the research scope includes mainly the methodological aspects and the demographic indicators (e.g. the education level, the age, the domicile etc.) of the respondents are not taken into account. The research period is from January 1, 2015, to January 1, 2016.
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The following research methods were applied: logically-constructive method for the comparison of the theoretical material with the empirical study results, graphic-visual method for the depiction and analysis of the gathered information, and a consumer survey. The methodological basis is the works and publications of foreign authors (Oliver 1994; Westbrook, Reily 1983; Howard, Sheth 1969; etc.), which provide insight on consumer relationship formation factors and process.

2. Theoretical aspects of consumer loyalty formation

Consumer satisfaction is one of the preconditions for long-term and profitable relationship formation between companies and consumers. Consumer satisfaction forms within a dynamic comparison process, and consumer satisfaction or dissatisfaction depends on the level at which the consumer expectations are (or are not) fulfilled. The consumer satisfaction level may have different expressions in the consumer behaviour on the market, which also influences company success.

Loyalty is one of the most important expressions of satisfaction. The acquisition of new consumers costs significantly more for companies than the retention of the existing consumers, as the existing consumers spend more but cost less (Karjaluoto et al. 2012). Some researchers have concluded that the retention of the loyal consumers involve 15–20% less expenses than what is needed to acquire new ones (Mueller, Riesenbeck 1991). Meanwhile, on the basis of applied research, other researchers claim that the acquisition of new consumers costs 5–7 times more than the retention of the existing ones (Hermann, Huber 1997).

In the end of the 20th century and in the 21st century the research on the loyalty and its practical application have been influenced by the publications of Oliver (1997). He does not argue against the statement that the loyalty formation process largely depends on the consumer satisfaction, nevertheless he indicates that the loyalty has four dimensions, namely – cognitive loyalty, affective loyalty, conative loyalty and behavioral loyalty, which together influence the decision on repeated purchase.

In general, most of the applied research (Mittal, Kamakura 2001; Jones, Sasser 1995) shows a close correlation between consumer satisfaction and loyalty. Yet, so far there has not been reached an agreement on real-life (progressive, regressive or other) expressions of this correlation. Some of the researchers believe that the correlation may depend on market situation, offer characteristics and specifics of the target groups. There has been substantiated that in the markets with intense competition the correlation between consumer satisfaction and loyalty is characterized by a progressive graphic form, but in the markets with a relatively low competition intensity it has a regressive graphic form (Jones, Sasser 1995; Homburg, Giering 2000; Homburg, Rudolph 2001). Applied research shows that consumer satisfaction and loyalty form a relationship that may be depicted graphically in S form. Only when the consumer has been infatuated, the loyalty increases very rapidly, it is stable when the consumer is indifferent, and disappointment leads to decrease in loyalty (Matzler, Pechlaner 2001). Other researchers have concluded that sometimes somewhat illogical situations arise when satisfied consumers are disloyal, and unsatisfied consumers are still loyal (Finkelmann, Goland 1990; Cano et al. 2001).

Summarizing the given opinions on correlation forms between consumer satisfaction and loyalty, the authors established four levels of loyalty:

- **Unreal loyalty** forms when the consumer is not satisfied with the offer but is still loyal. This may happen in case when the consumer continues to do repeated purchases due to convenient outlet, established habits or constant offer or relatively low prices. The company has to establish the reasons for dissatisfaction and eliminate deficiencies.

- **Lack of loyalty** is when the consumer is not satisfied with the offer. It may happen when the other loyalty factors do not function, when unreal loyalty is being formed or when the consumer has only a small consumption/using experience and a stable attitude and action loyalty has not formed yet. The company has to work in two directions: to eliminate the reasons for dissatisfaction and to carry out measures to increase consumer loyalty.

- **True loyalty** forms when the consumers satisfied with the offer are also loyal. It means that they make repeated purchases, are less perceptive of price fluctuations, and carry out a positive word-of-mouth communication on the product, brand, or company.

- **Prospective loyalty** forms when, irrespec-
This may happen when consumers prefer the variety of offer to ensure changes in consumption (such behaviour referred to as variety seeking). The company has to design (or develop) special loyalty programmes for closer attraction of consumers.

In the analysis of the satisfaction-loyalty correlation, other authors highlight six consumer loyalty levels (Cartwright 2000):

1. **Consumer – apostles** has expressed loyalty as he has the highest satisfaction with the product/brand, is able to identify the company, and has the highest level of belonging. This type of consumer is always ready to provide recommendations to their friends and acquaintances. Nevertheless, when this consumer begins to experience too large a belonging to a company and there happens something making him unsatisfied, he becomes disloyal.

2. **Consumer – loyalist** is the main target audience for any company. This consumer does not require increased participation from the company, as it is expected by a consumer-apostles. He has a very high loyalty level and tolerates to larger extent the mistakes and offer deficiencies of the company. If a loyalist loses confidence in the offer/company, it means that the company is in substantial trouble. Loyalists are stable and objective judges and may form useful focus groups.

3. **Consumer – mercenary** typically strives for a cheaper and easier option. Therefore, the consumer may be satisfied with the offer, but it will not mean that he is loyal. It may be very hard for a company to turn a consumer-mercenary into a consumer-loyalist as it requires much work and resources. Even by constant offer of discounts for products/brands, a company risks attracting consumers-mercenaries instead of loyal consumers.

4. **Consumer – hostage** does not have any alternative, thus his loyalty is not true. It forms only because the consumer does not have a chance to choose other offer. When such a chance appears, this unsatisfied consumer will immediately move to obtain a higher level of satisfaction.

5. **Consumer – deserter** is not satisfied and therefore turns from a loyal consumer into a disloyal one. This sometimes happens despite the fact that the offer has not changed. Such behaviour derives from the wish to find something new and depends largely on internal feelings.

6. **Consumer – terrorist** is not satisfied with the offer and therefore tries to harm the company (writes complains, litigates etc.). It is much easier for the company to give up such a consumer than to condescend and inflict loss.

In essence, any target group may be divided by the before-mentioned levels of loyalty. Furthermore, other authors offer loyalty level criteria, which are not connected with satisfaction and are related only to loyal consumers. For example Stahl (2006) distinguishes three groups:

1) **Changeable loyalty** – is characterised only by repeated purchases, but other expressions of loyalty are not observed at all or in a very small extent.

2) **Stable loyalty** – is characterised by several consumer loyalty expressions (e.g. recommendations to other consumers, participation in company’s events etc.), nevertheless, when the conditions change (e.g. the prices increase), these consumers may leave.

3) **Persistent loyalty** – is characterised not only by different loyalty expressions, but also by such a trust, cognitive and emotional level that excludes any possibility of moving to competitors.

The results of the research on satisfaction-loyalty correlation show that the relationship is contradictory. The consumer loyalty does not derive directly from consumer satisfaction, but requires management and marketing measures, social events etc.

Contrary to the 20th century research, the scientists in the 21st century mainly include satisfaction as a part of loyalty formation process, irrespective of the research object. Meanwhile, nearly all the authors draw conclusions on particular process particularities dependant on the characteristics of the industry, product or brand. Let’s have a look at the study of mobile service client satisfaction and loyalty in China, based on a survey of 541 respondents, 80% of which had a higher education. The authors draw the following conclusions:

1) Trust, service quality and perceived value significantly influence customer satisfaction.

2) Satisfaction and costs significantly influence customer loyalty.

3) Among perceived values, the satisfaction is mostly influenced by functional and
emotional values, while social and monetary values create a smaller impact (Deng et al. 2010).

The authors believe that the model may be applied in the research of other industries, products or brands, taking into account their specifics, but, as mentioned earlier, trust and emotional value refer to the dimensions of loyalty, not to the influencing factors. The issue of customer expenses is also questionable. It may be useless to depict this indicator separately as the monetary value itself includes the comparison of the consumption effect and the expense aspect.

In Norway, there has been created a special consumer satisfaction and loyalty measurement rating (EPSI) based on the corresponding model (see Fig. 1). The model indicates that the consumer perceived values include company image, value offer expected by the consumer, real quality of the product and service quality. These perceived values determine satisfaction and the resultant consumer loyalty (Pervaiz, Sudha 2007).

![Loyalty model according to the EPSI rating](Source: Pervaiz, Sudha 2007)

Firstly, the model assumes that all satisfaction influencing factors may also have a direct impact, i.e. without consumer perception. The authors believe that this may refer to consumers with high level loyalty, when the choice of the offer in the pre-purchase stage takes place nearly automatically.

Secondly, the company image and service quality may directly affect loyalty even without the satisfaction stage. Obviously, such relationship also depends on the consumer loyalty level, namely, the higher it is, the smaller the significance of satisfaction in the process.

Unfortunately, the model’s authors have not depicted the dimensions of loyalty. Maybe, resultant to study of loyalty attitude and action dimensions, there might have appeared other conclusions on the direct impact on loyalty. The authors of the present paper neither agree with the assumption that the consumer expectations regarding value offer refer to values influencing satisfaction as, before the establishment of satisfaction/dissatisfaction, there takes place the comparison of the actual and expected offers, and this, to great extent psychological process, is connected with the consumer perception. At the same time, the omission of the monetary value (ratio of the offered price against consumer expenses) from the model lacks substantiation.

As it can be seen, the consumer loyalty formation processes include the following logically-interrelated elements:

1) Loyalty influencing factors (values).
2) Consumer value perception.
3) Perceiving group’s characteristics.
4) Consumer satisfaction.
5) Consumer loyalty dimensions.

Summarizing the theoretical aspects of the concept of loyalty, the authors offer the following definition of loyalty.

Loyalty is the result of the consumer perception of the offer (of goods, services, brand etc.) that has led to a positive attitude (cognitive, trust and emotional) and to an action beneficial for the company (repeated purchase, extra purchase, high consumption intensity, etc.).

3. Retail sector and its development particularities in the Baltic States

The scientific literature review shows that there exist satisfaction formation process and loyalty differences in three sectors of national economy: sector of consumer goods (Swan, Combs 1976; Lewis 1995; etc.), sector of industrial goods (Homburg, Rudolph 2001), and sector of services (Brandt 1988; Cadotte, Turgeon 1988). The research object of the present study – retail sector – due to its specifics can not be included in any of these sectors, therefore it is useful to highlight its particularities in the context of satisfaction.

Retail is an intermediary (distribution channel) between producers and/or wholesalers, who supplies goods, and consumers. Thus, to satisfy consumer needs, retail has to influence producers
and wholesalers (orders, deals), as well as to cooperate with them.

1) Retail adds a particular value to material products – goods, as there is also carried out sorting, weighting, packing etc. Even by selling the goods produced by other companies under own brand, retailers add a certain value.

2) Retail provides consumer service within their market of operation in traditional shops, outside them and by using internet sites. Retail provides service or immaterial product complex, which cannot be transferred to consumers as a property.

The retail characteristics provide that consumers have to be satisfied both by material (goods) and immaterial (services) products. This impacts nearly all process of satisfaction and loyalty formation. The level and intensity of the influence depends of the level of service (supermarket or exclusive shop etc.), form of trade (traditional shop, off-site trade) and other factors.

Private consumption is one of the cornerstones of economic growth and retail may be considered an indicator of state’s economic growth. Since the restoration of independence, the retail sector in Latvia, the same as in all Baltic States, has developed with changeable consequences. It has been one of the major contributors to the GDP. In many ways it has been dependent on the countries’ willingness to organize this sector. The retail transferred from outdoor markets, sports halls and sheds to shops and supermarkets. During the global economic crisis, the retail was one of the national economy sectors to experience the largest decrease. To explain the deterioration of such a scale, there should be noted many different aspects, but among the primary ones was the disruption in consumer crediting. During the stabilisation of the economic condition in the country, the retail sector also started to improve (see Fig. 2).

Since 2011, the retail sector in the Baltic States has been following the development trend of the economy in general (see Fig. 2). The retail sector depends mostly directly on the internal (national) events, nevertheless it is influenced indirectly also by external environment factors. The Russia-Ukraine conflict and the related sanctions, as well as the recent weak growth rates in the European Union (EU) has left a negative impact on consumer activity and promoted savings, slowing down the overall consumption. However, the data on labour market and salaries allow assuming that internal market development is still resisting successfully the negative impacts of external environment (CSP informativais... 2015).

Despite the current overall retail growth rates, the internal competition within the sector keeps increasing. Unfortunately many companies in order to increase their competitiveness chose non-legal and/or unfair means in reaching their goals. It can be seen in recent research devoted to so-called shadow economu index (SEI), that is calculated on the basis of Gross domestic product (GDP), where the retail index takes the second place after the construction industry (Putnins, Sauka 2015). Therefore, the retailers need an instrument to ensure competitiveness and create consumer desire for repeated purchase, so that they would not interrupt relationships with the company, product or brand.

4. Consumer loyalty formation factors and its particularities in retail

To identify consumer satisfaction factors, which may serve as basis for loyalty formation, and to rage them according to their significance in retail, there was carried out a consumer survey in all three Baltic States. The survey was designed in Google Forms, and translated into Lithuanian and Estonian to ensure the speakers of these languages with an opportunity to participate. Further, applying non-probability snowball method, the link to the questionnaire was e-mailed to recipients on the authors’ personal contact list, who forwarded the message further. The questionnaire was also distributed to the member-companies of the trade associations in all three Baltic States. The survey
respondents totalled to 738 respondents aged 18 to 74, including 65% women and 35% men. Regarding segmentation of the respondents by income level, the different income groups were distributed equally.

The survey data analysis results indicate the respondent habits and it may be concluded that 87% shop in several chains of supermarkets, 12% – in two chains, while only 1% prefer shopping in a particular chain of supermarkets. 72% of respondents shop several times a week and at the same outlets. On average, they spend 15 to 30 minutes in the shop. In particular cases, these regular consumers (68%) may shop in other chains following discounts and attractive offers. Information on the offers is acquired in many different ways. The most frequent answers mentioned by respondents included weekly discount newspapers, recommendations of relatives, friends and neighbours, as well as advertising. 90% of the respondents use several loyalty/discount cards offered by traders and their attitude towards them is positive. At the same time, 64% of loyalty/discount card users admitted that the trading companies never or hardly ever allow for communication via mobile text messages or e-mail. Even when such communication exists, it is not customised.

Regarding the question on factors related to what is important while choosing where to shop, the most important factor mentioned was the location of the shop. As in all three Baltic States the trading area per one inhabitant has not reached the average European indicators, this is understandable. Ranging other factors by their importance, it can be seen that 4 points were gained by product range/trademarks and price level, followed by service quality, while marketing activities and loyalty programmes were mentioned as the least important factors (see Fig. 3).

Summarizing the shop evaluation factors, which according to the survey results would ensure consumer satisfaction, the situation is as follows (see Fig. 3): the respondents value the most the location of the goods and convenience, followed by price level, marketing activities and loyalty programmes, while the lowest evaluation gained customer service quality and product range/trademarks.

It must be noted that the higher scores in the figure correspond to the more positive evaluation, while the lower scores – to the worse ones. Comparing both graphs (see Fig. 3), there may be drawn a conclusion on the mismatch between the criteria evaluation by their value for consumers and the real operation of the supermarkets. For example, an important criterion – product range/trademarks (4 points) – was evaluated with score of 1 point by the real operation. The research shows that not only the goods/trademarks ensure consumer satisfaction, but also many other factors connected with the whole process at both the pre-purchase and purchasing stages. Thus, it may be concluded that the consumer satisfaction formation process in retail is a complex process consisting of several stages, where each of them impacts the formation of satisfaction and loyalty.

![Fig. 3. Supermarket choice criteria and operation evaluation by consumers (Source: created by the authors)](image)

![Fig. 4. Conceptual consumer loyalty formation model (Source: created by the authors)](image)
On the basis of the research results and the analysis of loyalty model advantages and disadvantages, the authors designed and offer for applied use a conceptual consumer loyalty formation model (see Fig. 4).

This model is fundamentally universal, but should be applied in practice taking into account the specifics of the sector, product or brand. The authors believe that the loyalty model (see Fig. 4) should be regarded as basis for consumer relationship formation and management process.

5. Conclusions and recommendations

On the basis of the study and specialized literature analysis, the following retail consumer loyalty formation model’s particularities may be highlighted:

1) The consumer may be loyal to a particular outlet (shop, off-site trade, e-commerce etc.) mainly because of the following factors:
- trade in the product/brand that the customer is satisfied with;
- satisfaction with the product/brand value – consumer expenses ratio;
- satisfaction with the service quality;
- social factors have a relatively lower impact (except for the exclusive shop customers);

2) The perception of the three abovementioned factors depends on the characteristics of the target groups, as the factors may have different value, significance and priority. For example, it is still possible that, despite the reasonable prices and high service quality, the consumer will not be loyal if he does not find the needed products/brands.

3) Contrary to other sectors, the retail sector may have a relatively large ratio of unreal loyal consumers (who make purchases only because of convenient location of the shop) and prospectively loyal consumers (who are satisfied, yet do not make repeated purchases, as they pay more attention to the sales and discounts).

4) The attitude loyalty mainly refers to product/brand value and to the ratio between the product/brand value and the consumer expenses, while the action loyalty – to the service quality. Thus, both of these loyalty dimensions should be closely regarded.

5) The consequences of consumer loyalty differ, yet its main expression is repeated purchasing. Other expressions of loyalty – low price sensitivity and positive word-of-mouth communication – are less characteristic as they do not refer to retail in general, but to particular products/brands in particular.

The retail sector is one of the most important contributors to GDP and it develops similarly in all three Baltic States. The consumer loyalty in the retail sector should be regarded in more detail than in other business sectors, as not only the consumption has to be taken into account, but also other process factors, e.g. the location of the outlet, service quality etc.

With the growing competition in retail, it is important to understand all the factors that may increase the competitiveness. A loyal consumer is the key to the retail business success. Thus, it is important to develop an action plan for the improvement of these factors within the CRM (consumer relationship management) system.
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